
Elevate 
The  Voices  of  Your 
Happy  Customers
Attract new shoppers with more positive reviews and 
improved local SEO using Dealer.com's Review Generation 
and Reputation Management services.
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With an unwavering commitment to excellence in customer service, a large dealership group in the Northeast United States was surprised 
to learn that less than 2 percent of its sales and service customers responded to requests for reviews. Even more surprising was the fact 
that only 72 percent of reviews were positive—a figure that felt disproportionately low compared to the number of happy customers the 
dealership worked with every month. 
 
Recognizing that reviews were impacting local SEO, the 50+ store group decided to partner with Dealer.com to incorporate their Review 
Generation and Reputation Management services. By sending SMS text-based review requests to every customer while the experience was 
still fresh, the dealer group's review volume dramatically increased by by 209 percent in the first month and 291 percent the following month, 
with a 94 percent positivity rating and an aggregate review score of 4.8.
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TELLING THE WHOLE TRUE STORY 

4.6 TO 4.8

+291%
REVIEW VOLUME IN 

SECOND MONTH

the Impact  of customer reviews

In just the first two months, Review Generation and Reputation Management 
from Dealer.com increased total review volume, positive reviews, and star rating.
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CUSTOMER REVIEWS MADE EASY
The client told us that automation is the key to these increases. Before signing 
up for these services, salespeople were hesitant to request reviews, and the 
dealer group’s email review solicitations weren’t generating responses that 
were representative of actual customer sentiment. With Review Generation, 
every dealership in the group now sends a text-based review request 
automatically to 100 percent of its sales and service customers, right from the 
DMS, and right after each transaction. It doesn’t require any apps, accounts, 
or passwords, making it easy for customers to quickly respond while their 
dealership experience is top of mind. 

CONSISTENT, HIGH-QUALITY INTERACTIONS

DEALERSHIP PROBLEM DEALER.COM SOLUTION

Before incorporating Reputation Management services, the group responded 
to every negative review, but did not have the time or resources to respond 
to the positive ones. Now, GMs across the group are notified automatically 
whenever a negative review gets posted. And, Dealer.com monitors the most 
popular review sites to respond to every review, positive and negative, from a 
single platform. These responses also contain SEO-rich keywords—including 
make, model, service terms, and dealership name— to expand the dealership’s 
local search relevance.

Too Few Reviews 
Happy Customers Don't Write Reviews 

Negative Reviews Need Timely Responses 
Inconsistent Response Cadence and Quality

Automated SMS Text Requests 
Everyone Receives an Invitation to Review 
Seamless and Consistent Negative Review Response 
SEO-Friendly Responses

A HOLISTIC APPROACH
With Review Generation and Reputation Management from Dealer.com, this group’s 
online reviews now give a more complete picture of actual positive consumer 
sentiment. Their culture has always been to provide each sales and service client 
with a positive experience. The difference is that they now have the right processes 
in place to ensure that each satisfied consumer is given the opportunity to leave a 
review. The results have been an immediate and dramatic increase in review volume 
and a higher star rating. Because they are now leveraging far more new reviews, 
the group is seeing a more accurate online representation of completely satisfied 
consumer voices, improved local SEO rankings, more appealing GMB profiles, and 
ultimately new sales and service clients.

To learn more about Dealer.com Review Generation and Reputation Management, please contact your 
Performance Manager or a Dealer.com representative at (888) 718-9331.

https://www.dealer.com/products/managed-services/social/

